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Figure 1. Effects of AdaIN adjustment.

1. Supplementary Method: AdaIN Adjust-
ment

While our approach significantly surpasses previous
methods both qualitatively and quantitatively, we occa-
sionally observe color and brightness incoherence between
generated images and input images, especially for anima-
tion of the same objects. To mitigate this minor prob-
lem, we additionally introduce Adaptive Instance Normal-
ization (AdaIN) [6] adjustment for interpolated latent noise
z0α(α ∈ (0, 1)) before denoising.

Specifically, we calculate the mean µi and standard devi-
ation σi(i = 0, 1) for each channel of latent noises z00, z01,
and interpolate between µi, σi as the adjustment target of
intermediate noises:

µα = (1− α)µ0 + αµ1 (1)
σα = (1− α)σ0 + ασ1 (2)

z̃0α = σα

(
z0α − µ(z0α)

σ(z0α)

)
+ µα (3)

and replace the intermediate latent noise z0α with the ad-
justed one z̃0α in the denoising process. As demonstrated
in Fig. 1, the color and brightness are more coherent after
AdaIN adjustment

*Work done during internship at Shanghai AI Laboratory.
� Corresponding Author.
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Figure 2. Illustration of Self-Attention Interpolation and Replace-
ment.

2. Implementation Details

In all of our experiments, we use the publicly available
state-of-the-art Stable Diffusion v2.1-base as our diffusion
model. When training LoRA, to achieve a balance between
efficiency and quality and avoid overfitting the single im-
age, we only fine-tune the projection matrices Q,K, V in
the attention modules of the diffusion UNet. Additionally,
we set the rank of LoRA to 16, and train for 200 steps using
AdamW optimizer [8] with a learning rate of 2 × 10−4. In
this setting, training a LoRA for a 512×512 image requires
only ∼ 20s on a NVIDIA A100 GPU.

During the inversion and denoising process, we adopt
the DDIM schedule of 50 steps distilled from entire diffu-
sion steps T = 1000. It’s noteworthy that we do not apply
classifier-free guidance (CFG) [5] in both DDIM inversion
and denoising. This is because CFG tends to accumulate
numerical errors and cause supersaturation problems, which
is also observed in [9, 14]. For attention control, we only
perform the feature injection in the upsampling blocks in
the self-attention module of the diffusion UNet, and set the
hyperparameter λ to 0.6 by default.
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3. MorphBench

Conventional image morphing techniques in computer
graphics generally require tedious manual labeling of corre-
spondences, and general image morphing is rarely explored
in depth in the area of generative models. Therefore, there
is a lack of specific evaluation benchmarks for this task. To
comprehensively evaluate the effectiveness of our methods,
we present MorphBench, the first benchmark dataset for as-
sessing image morphing of general objects.

We collect 90 pairs of pictures of diverse content and
styles, and divide them into two categories: i) metamorpho-
sis between different objects (66 pairs) and ii) animation of
the same objects (24 pairs). The latter is obtained using off-
the-shelf image editing tools such as DragDiffusion [14],
Imagic [7], and MasaCtrl [4]. We hope MorphBench can
also promote future studies on this important problem.

4. More Details of Baselines

In Sec.5, we comprehensively compare our method with
previous state-of-the-art methods, including graphical,
GAN-based and diffusion-based techniques. We offer more
details of the baselines that we use here:
• Warp & Blend [1, 18, 21]: Conventional graphical tech-

niques usually involve bidirectional image warping based
on correspondence point pairs with blending operations
to achieve morphing effects. We select the represen-
tative triangulation-based method [2] as our baseline,
which is also widely used in standard libraries such as
OpenCV. It divides the images into triangles by per-
forming Delaunay triangulation on user-defined corre-
sponding points, and then morphs between the trian-
gle pairs. Thus, the quantity and quality of the man-
ually labeled pair of points greatly affect the gener-
ated results. Since all the other methods do not re-
quire correspondence annotations, for the sake of fair-
ness, we adopt the automatic version of this approach
https://github.com/jankovicsandras/autoimagemorph that
selects 50 morph-points automatically using OpenCV.

• Deep Generative Prior (DGP) [10]: DGP is an im-
age manipulation method based on BigGAN [3], which
is suitable for general image morphing. We adopt
the official code https://github.com/XingangPan/deep-
generative-prior with its default hyperparameters and the
pretrained BigGAN model trained on ImageNet [3] as our
baseline.

• StyleGAN-XL [13]: Since the pretrained checkpoint of
StyleGAN-T [12] is not publicly available, we use the
alternative state-of-the-art GAN model StyleGAN-XL
https://github.com/autonomousvision/stylegan-xl as our
another baseline. Similarly to DGP, the model is trained
on ImageNet. We obtain the latent codes of input images
by GAN inversion [19] and tune the generator by PTI [11]

for better reconstruction results, and interpolate both the
latent codes and the generator parameters to get interme-
diate images. For both GAN-based methods, we use the
ImageNet classifier DeiT [16] to automatically determine
the class label.

• Denoising Diffusion Implicit Model (DDIM) [15]: We
implement a naive diffusion-based interpolation method
through DDIM inversion and latent interpolation as our
baseline, as discussed in the DDIM paper. As with our
approach, the underlying model used is also Stable Dif-
fusion v2.1-base https://huggingface.co/stabilityai/stable-
diffusion-2-1-base.

• Diff.Interp. [17]: Interpolating between Images with Dif-
fusion Models is a recent state-of-the-art image interpo-
lation method based on diffusion models. Besides latent
interpolation, it further introduced pose guidance based
on ControlNet [20] to encourage more reasonable inter-
mediate results. However, the smoothness of the morph-
ing video was not considered in this work, and the gen-
erated video is full of flickering artifacts. We employ the
official code https://github.com/clintonjwang/ControlNet
with default settings and pretrained Stable Diffusion v2.1-
base model as our baseline. For all three diffusion-based
methods, the prompts for each test case are shared.

5. User Study

To assess the quality of image morphing from a human per-
spective, we invite 40 volunteers to conduct a user study.
Each participant are shown 20 groups of morphing videos
created by our approach and five baseline methods, chosen
at random. They are asked to evaluate the image morphing
quality from the perspective of intermediate image fidelity
and video smoothness, and to select the one with the best
quality for each question. An example of the questionnaire
is shown in Fig. 8. In total, we collect 800 responses and
summarize the results in Fig. 3. As we can see, our ap-
proach is significantly more preferred by users than any of
the prior methods.

6. Limitations

One of the limitations of our approach is that we have to
train a LoRA for each input image before morphing, which
costs additional time (∼ 20 s on a single NVIDIA A100
GPU for a 512 × 512 image). Another limitation of text-
guided diffusion models is that the user must input aligned
text prompts in addition to images. Besides, our approach
occasionally fails in difficult cases where the correspon-
dence between two input images is not clear enough, and
produces relatively unreasonable intermediate images, as
shown in Fig. 4. Lastly, although most output images main-
tain a high level of quality similar to that of the input im-
ages, some cases of blurry output can be attributed to the

https://github.com/jankovicsandras/autoimagemorph
https://github.com/XingangPan/deep-generative-prior
https://github.com/XingangPan/deep-generative-prior
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Figure 3. User study result. Our method surpasses all the previous
methods by a large margin in terms of user preference.
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Figure 4. Some relatively unsuccessful cases where the correspon-
dence between two images is not clear enough.

suboptimal selection of the hyperparameter λ. A larger λ
can improve video smoothness but is more likely to create
blurry textures, as shown in Fig. 8. To reduce the blurry
textures, we can select a lower λ (e.g. 0.2 ∼ 0.4).

7. More Qualitative Results
Here we present more qualitative results to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our DiffMorpher. Fig. 5 gives more exam-
ples to illustrate the superiority of our approach compared
to previous methods in diverse scenarios, and Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7 provide additional qualitative results generated by our
method that further demonstrate its versatility in real-world
applications.
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Figure 5. More qualitative comparison results.
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Figure 6. More qualitative results of our approach.
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Figure 7. More qualitative results of our approach.



Figure 8. An example of the questionnaire we used in the user study. Note that all the results shown here are videos.
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